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for all occasions
functions
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glassware loan/hire
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on everything wine related
monthly offers
hot and exclusive!
fun and education
we’re known for it; it’s fun!
credit accounts
join us!

We’re into the Sparkling Season,
when we all get excused a slight
excess in behaviour. Take note,
we’re not encouraging foolishness,
it ’ll happen any way; but we are
saying, dang it all, it ’s been a
hard year, let ’s indulge a lit tle.

Special CuvÉe
Non-Vintage 40820
RRP $122.00

now $89.90

So, buy Champagne Bollinger in
November or December, and you’ll
go in the draw to win a sumptuous
weekend for t wo at the luxurious
Black Barn cot t age in Hawke’s Bay.

RosÉ
Non-Vintage

How will you get there? Take
the Aston Mar tin, a DB 9 , no less.
Yours for the whole weekend in
fac t, and you c an prac tice your
James Bond signature with your
new Montblanc fount ain pen whilst
sipping on your complimentar y
magnum of Bollinger.

L a Gr ande AnnÉe
2000 40811

Luxur y ? Necessit y, we reckon.*

40810

RRP $168.00

now $120.00
RRP $230.00

now $160.00
l a Gr ande AnnÉe
RosÉ 2002 40808
RRP $340.00

now $240.00

*CONDITIONS APPLY. FOR MORE DETAILS GO ONLINE TO GLENGARRY.CO.NZ/BOLLINGERCOMP

A monthly selection of delicious, dependable reds and whites
where the pal ate, not the price tag, packs a punch

Brunton ORGANIC
GISBORNE

Trinity Hill

Chardonnay 2009

was $18.90 now

$14.90

HAWKE’S BAY

13871

was $18.90 now

Syrah 2009

$14.90

19286

case of 12 only $14.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $14.40 a bottle

While this is a relatively recent label to appear in the
crowded market square, Kristen and Richard Searle,
along with Richard’s family, have been grape growers,
cultivators of the vine, what have you, for more than a
decade. Kristen and Richard came back from smoggy
Europe, soaked up sunny Gisborne and set about
producing organically farmed, dynamic, personalityladen wines such as this. Tropically fruit-driven, lined
with mineral riches, tarted up with citrus, a delicious
charmer of not insignificant style and class.

With a splash (4%) of Viognier to mix it all up, this sees some oak,
some stainless steel, and some in the bottom of John Hancock’s
gummies. Blackberry, spice and peppery Syrah fruit dominates, but
gently, though, you don’t want to come over all serious; you’ll put the
girls off, next you’ll be talking about moving in, and the romance is
rid, I say, rid! Great with lamb.

Crossroads

VE
YOU SA

29%

was $22.50 now

Coupers Shed
HAWKE’S BAY

$15.90

case of 6 only $15.40 a bottle
VE
YOU SA

31%

$14.90

Cabernet Sauvignon 2008

was $19.90 now

$14.90

11336

case of 12 only $14.40 a bottle
Do you know that there was no word for ‘nostalgia’ before 1900?
Fond remembrances being a 20th century conceit, we’ll clutch them
to our heaving bosom and recall earlier vintages of this long-standing
gem, vintages that were remarkably consistent with this, the most
consistent of offerings, so under-priced, so adept at over-delivering,
so very Brookfields. Ripe, rich, complex. A classic.

Pinot Gris 2009

was $19.90 now

Brookfields OHITI ESTATE
HAWKE’S BAY

Farmers Market
MARLBOROUGH

12399

The 2008 strapped some gold to its back at the Air Noo
Zild Awards last year and sold out faster than you could
say, ‘gosh, that sold out fast.’ Oh-nine is a peach of a
wine, opening out as it does like an unfolding blossom
with richness and finesse, and a substance (14.5%)
to its charms that suggests a few years in the bunker
wouldn’t go astray either.

12628

The 2009 was Marlborough magic, but they’ve shifted
north for sourcing fruit, which is a wizard decision as
(a) Hawke’s Bay in 2010 was a cracking vintage and
(b) sorcerer/winemaker Tony Robb lives there. I mean,
think of the carbon footprint if he were winging to
Marlby every second weekend to check on his fruit
bunches. Great texture, singing fruit flavours and a
perfect balance of acid.

$15.90

case of 12 only $15.40 a bottle

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

was $22.90 now

HAWKE’S BAY

Chardonnay 2009

11552

case of 12 only $14.40 a bottle
Without getting all Marxist about it, and we mean Karl,
not Groucho, FM is a kind of co-operative, with some of
the best viticulturists forwarding small parcels from
some forgotten field to some of our best winemakers,
to create premium, uniquely styled expressions without fuss or fanfare. This sumptuous Pinot Gris has a
touch of the sweetie about it, is intensely and tropically
flavoured and fragranced, and finds its way home on
a lush texture of quite indescribable delight. Enjoy
with a few, um, comrades.

Sears Road
HAWKE’S BAY

Merlot Malbec 2008

was $23.90 now

$17.90

14370

case of 12 only $17.40 a bottle
Almost an even split M & M which is kinda cool, Malbec
oft being overlooked, yet it can really hit its straps in
the boundless Bay sunshine. Floral on the nose, good
and ripe and soft, like a cheese, only it’s a different
colour. Enough punch for a putsch should an overthrow
be required, and berry flavours lead you comfortably
through the crimson tunnel to the flavoursome end.
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SPY VALLEY

Spy Valley’S CHIEF WINEMAKER, PAUL BOURGEOIS

Spy Valley General Manager, Blair Gibbs

Spy Valley

Spy Valley is a family-owned and operated wine company, established
in 1993 by Bryan and Jan Johnson when they planted the Johnson Estate
vineyard in the Lower Waihopai Valley. The company’s name was inspired
by the nearby international satellite monitoring station, part of the Echelon
Global Network. The station’s large white domes are clearly visible in the
Waihopai Valley, which locals know colloquially as Spy Valley.

MARLBOROUGH

RRP

Spy Valley
MARLBOROUGH

RRP

Pinot Gris 2010

$24.90 now

$18.90

18333

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle
A blend of fruit from the Johnson Estate Vineyard and
outsourced growers. A small portion was fermented in
seasoned oak to provide extra dimension and some of it
underwent malolactic fermentation to add complexity. The
distinctive pear, stonefruit and spice aromas complement
a slightly off-dry palate with good weight, lush honeyed
fruit flavours and a mealy texture. A moderately complex,
finely balanced wine that will continue to develop over the
next couple of years.

4

18317	Spy Valley Marlborough Gewürztraminer 2009
18316	Spy Valley Marlborough Merlot Malbec 2008

was $24.90 now $18.90
was $24.90 now $18.90

$15.90

18313

Derived from fruit harvested entirely from Spy Valley’s low-yield vineyard, cool fermented with selected yeasts in stainless steel tanks
and lees aged for a prolonged period to add textural mouthfeel. It
is a lovely, reflective, pale yellow wine with forward fruit aromas of
passionfruit and tropical fruit, a dash of mineral and a hint of celery.
The generous flavours are neatly balanced by a lime finish. Ideal as
an aperitif, great with seafood.

Chief Winemaker Paul Bourgeois – a Kiwi in spite of his French name –
joined Spy Valley in 2007. ‘The bulk of our wines are produced from estate
vineyards, but we also source some Sauvignon Blanc from selected growers,
which provides us with wider flavour profiles,’ says Paul.

FOR MORE DETAILS ON SPY VALLEY TASTINGS INSTORE THIS MONTH
GO TO WWW.GLENGARRY.CO.NZ/TASTINGS

$21.90 now

case of 12 only $15.40 a bottle

Initially the Johnsons operated as contract growers, but in 2000 they
released their first vintage under the Spy Valley label. Since 2003 the wines
have been produced at the company’s own state-of-the-art winery. Boasting
separate red and white wine facilities, the operation is totally self sufficient,
providing excellent quality control from harvest through to despatch.

General Manager Blair Gibbs states, ‘Our policy from the start has been to
produce premium quality wines that over-deliver consistently.’ It is a policy
that is obviously working; the company has earned numerous awards and
accolades and exports eighty percent of its production to markets all over
the world. They describe themselves with good reason as ‘a family-owned,
global, boutique winery.’

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

Spy Valley

MARLBOROUGH

RRP

$24.90 now

Chardonnay 2008

$18.90

18331

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle
A successful contender on the award circuit, this Chardonnay was
whole bunch pressed, barrel fermented, lees stirred and matured for
twelve months in oak. Partial malolactic conversion has given the
wine a silky mouthfeel that enhances the ripe stonefruit flavours.
Complete, weighty, yet elegantly styled, with all component parts
nicely integrated and balanced by a fine, crisp, clean finish.

Spy Valley
MARLBOROUGH

RRP

Riesling 2009

$24.90 now

$18.90

18314

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle
The good news is, this wine, which has an outstanding
show record, is still developing. The Riesling grapes were
cool fermented in stainless steel tanks to retain fruit purity
and freshness. The inviting bouquet shows lovely spring
blossom, pipfruit and lime aromas. The palate is alive
with rich grapefruit-like flavours, gathering momentum
through the mid-palate and finishing on a crisp, slightly
sweet note.

VI N TAGE

FOR WHEN THE OCCASION DEMANDS THE BEST

Piper Heidsieck
Vintage 2000

Drappier GRANDE SENDRÉE
Vintage 2000

was $110.00 now

was $99.00 now

$89.00

Veuve Clicquot
Vintage 2002

was $118.00 now

Vintage 2000

$160.00

40811

Vintage 2000

was $129.90 now

$110.00

41547

Charles is always a class act. This is a splendid vintage champagne produced
from equal proportions of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier, with
40% reserve wines added for extra complexity. It displays lovely interwoven
aromas of stonefruit, citrus and crème brûlée, while the broadly flavoured
palate has a luxuriant mouthfeel balanced by a fresh, lime-accented finish.

Dom Pérignon

Sir Winston Churchill

Vintage 2002

$199.00

49815

Charles Heidsieck

Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier harvested
from grand and premier cru vineyards. Five years of
lees ageing and the high proportion of Pinot Noir fruit
has given the wine exceptional depth and richness.
Beautifully complex, with a smooth mousse, intensely
ripe fruit and hints of chocolate and spice on the nose
and palate. Exceptional.

was $326.00 now

$96.00

Veuve Clicquot’s vintage champagne is a 60% Pinot
Noir, 33% Chardonnay, 7% Pinot Meunier blend. With
its lively and lengthy effervescence and bouquet of
citrus, cherry and brioche, the elegantly structured,
richly flavoured palate is wonderfully balanced, with a
soft, velvet-like character and a lingering finish.

Bollinger LA GRANDE ANNÉE
was $230.00 now

48122

A favourite of royalty and Hollywood, Piper-Heidsieck
has won countless medals throughout its distinguished
history. Matured on lees for five years, this brilliantly
exotic wine displays aromas of honeyed pear, vanilla
and mushroom. The lively yet smoothly textured palate
shows fine intensity and a long, spicy finish.

43507

Drappier’s Grande Sendrée is a 55% Pinot Noir,
45% Chardonnay blend derived from the oldest
and best parcels of hand-sorted fruit. The ultrafine bubbles and lovely fruity, floral and spice
aromas are embellished by nuances of caramel
biscuit. The palate is softly elegant with a fine,
crisp finish. Superb prestige cuvée.

$86.00

Vintage 1999

47234

Following his first sip of champagne, the 17thcentury Benedictine monk who perfected the
champagne process supposedly proclaimed,
‘I am drinking the stars.’ The champagne
named in his honour is indeed a star, an equal
blend of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, a broad,
powerful wine, elegantly balanced, with the
fruit held masterfully in focus by a swirl of
citrus and a silky mousse. The most famous
of the prestige cuvées

was $280.00 now

$245.00

48234

Ahh, that Winston: ‘Remember gentlemen,
it’s not just France we are fighting for, it
is Champagne!’ It’s not surprising that
Churchill’s favourite champagne house
named their prestige cuvée in his honour.
The wine has a lightly honeyed, polished
fruit nose supported by a wisp of smoke.
It is an elegantly composed style with a
robust mouthfeel. Outstanding example of
the genre.
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a r ange of sparklers from across the globe to comple te your summer celebr ations

Whitecliff
Brut Cuvée NV

was $17.90 now

$8.90

18001

VE
YOU SA

50%

NEW ZEALAND

Reserve Cuvée NV
was $17.90 now

$15.90

19075

case of 12 only $7.90 a bottle

case of 6 only $14.90 a bottle

Brut being dry rather than aggressive, course, and
cuvée but a blend, just in case and all. At a piffling
$8.90, the cynics among you may wonder if perhaps
the cam belt will need changing soon, or whether
she’ll get a warrant. Fear not: it’s smashing sparkling,
priced to spice up your festive niceties.

Fabbo bulbous bottle, shaped like harem pants; remember them?
Rod Stewart, what were you thinking? Pale gold with a fruit-driven
nose, it smells like it’ll be sweet, then there are lovely musk aromas,
like that ground deer penis powder that’s meant to make you virile
until you’re 208 (back to Rod again). Great acid framework for the
unfurling fruit, slight sweetness to the overall proceedings with a
little yeast to balance the fruit. Very drinkable.

VE
YOU SA

50%

AUSTRALIA

DB

De Bortoli

NEW ZEALAND

Sparkling Brut NV

was $19.90 now

$9.90

was $21.90 now

20828

Another piece of one-directional discounting (that’d be
down, boy) puts this splendid Aussie sparkling within
easy reach of nigh on everyone. Even people with really
really short arms. Raise a glass and you’ll get breadtinged appley fruit, much refreshment and a finish as
crisp as the ten dollar note you just pocketed.

SPAIN

Freixenet

EXTRA
was $18.50 now

Brut Cava NV

$9.90

Allan Scott

Sparkling Sauvignon Blanc NV

case of 12 only $9.40 a bottle

VE
YOU SA

46%

You can just see those early adopters, can’t you, their prejudices
transformed, mouthful by glorious mouthful: ‘Those Kiwis think their
Sauvignon is so good that they can add some sparkle and expect us
to enjoy it. Well, I won’t be fooled, Fred, I didn’t come down in the…
oh. Rather good, isn’t it? Kinda Sauvignon-y but uplifting and, ooh,
um, yes, well, I will, actually… oh, just a half, ‘Eat, Pray, Love’ is on at
Leicester Square tonight and I’m scared I’ll fall asleep…

FRANCE

Saint-Meyland

Méthode Traditionnelle NV

$16.90

More is less here, with the serious attention this gets
manifesting in delicacy and elegance, rather than
brut(e) strength. It’s gossamer-light, with melon and
citrus notes carried effortlessly along by the poised
palate. Fresh and vivacious without being smarmy or
conceited, it pairs deliciously with poolside poodles,
salmon blinis and other flashy accoutrements.

Did you grow up with comments like, now you wouldn’t
want to over-egg the pudding, would you? Or, ooh, no,
no cream for me, that’d be gilding the lily. What arrant,
small-minded nonsense. Stick another egg in; gild that
lily, drink French méthode every day if you want to.
Restraint? At this price?

ITALY

Brut Reserva Cava NV
was $19.90 now

$14.90

VE
YOU SA

29%

43010

case of 12 only $16.40 a bottle

Perelada

17482

case of 12 only $15.40 a bottle

was $23.90 now

85019

$15.90

case of 12 only $9.40 a bottle

SPAIN
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Te Hana

Santa Margherita
Prosecco DOC NV

88051

was $22.90 now

$17.90

62534

case of 6 only $14.40 a bottle

case of 6 only $17.40 a bottle

We may have mentioned, this is the official sparkling
of the Court of King Juan Carlos and he’s not known to
suffer fools, in human or liquid form. Exotic nose with
fruits, some dried, some not, some still wet leading
down the raisiny, grapey path. Dryly delicious with a
slight riesling-type character finish.

While ‘Santa Margherita!’ may sound like the answer
to the question, what do you say when you hit your
thumb with a hammer, it is in fact the family name
of this long-standing producer of prodigiously high
quality Prosecco. While well-fruited in fragrance, it
is dry in execution, and a brilliant accompaniment to
dabbling in very little at all.

FRANCE

Arrogant Frog

LILY PAD PINK
was $21.00 now

NEW ZEALAND

Sparkling Rosé NV

$17.90

Allan Scott

LES JOUES ROUGES
was $26.50 now

43975

Brut Rosé NV

$19.90

17422

case of 6 only $17.40 a bottle

case of 6 only $19.40 a bottle

It’s all well and good for the French to get all laissezfaire about frogs and bang them on a label in tie and
tails, but they do also fry them in garlic and eat their
legs. Don’t they? This is an excellent summer drink
from sunny southern France, expertly crafted and a
perfect combo of frivolity, flavour and French flair.

A stylish sparkling ginga, Goddamn! Made from a distinctive Pinot
Noir clone and designed to augment any activities you may have forecast for the coming heatwave. Slip, slop, slap, pop. Vivacious with
voluptuous raspberry and strawberry fruits that just about spill out
of their cups in an effort to seduce you. The palate zings and sings,
the flavours are a tide of summer florals and fruits that will have you
meadow searching with much gusto. You’ll feel like Keats.

NEW ZEALAND

Waipara Hills

NEW ZEALAND

BLANC DE BLANCS

Marlborough Cuvée NV
was $21.90 now

$18.90

was $29.90 now

10307

NEW ZEALAND

Waipara Hills

$18.90

12145

This is quite a rich style, these days, with significant
yeast and Marmite characters and a delicious burnt
caramel tinge to it all. The overriding fruit is fresh, firm
apples, defined and given an edge by some just-theright-type-of-tart (so to speak) lemon/acid characters.
An energetic, vigorous yet stylish expression.

NEW ZEALAND

Brut NV

$19.90

$25.90

case of 6 only $25.40 a bottle

Allan Scott

was $26.50 now

Daniel Le Brun

was $31.00 now

10306

Being sparkling Riesling this is the yin to the Marlborough yang,
the Richards to the Jagger, the Ginger Spice to the Sporty Spice
(that’s enough. Ed). The nose is citrus, tart, while a little residual
sugar keeps a quiet eye on things on the palate. There is a hint of
honey, yet it finishes crisp; like an apple, perhaps.

CECILIA

17421

Méthode Traditionnelle Brut NV

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle

NEW ZEALAND

$24.90

This is a way smarter wine than the asking price may suggest, with much
thought given to winemaking processes, a single, distinctive vineyard ringfenced for fruit selection, and being Chardonnay fruit only, a reliance on lees
ageing and natural autolysis characters to add the substance to the style. Its
fruit is crisp citrus which, when mingled with the slightly honeyed yeastiness,
ensures an experience of understated yet well-defined delight.

NEW ZEALAND

Southern Cuvée NV

was $21.90 now

Reserve Brut NV

case of 6 only $24.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle
Definite Sauvignon aromas, herbaceous fruit, grassiness, citricity,
some heaving blossom, and she’s crisp on the palate. Appley and
mouthfilling, it’s appealingly tart and refreshing with plenty to offer,
each component revealed a bit at a time, like those Russian dolls,
Sergei. The good news is, this is great drinking, it’s $18.90 and Christmas is coming. What more do you want, a puce-coloured iPad?

Allan Scott

PELORUS
17397

case of 6 only $19.40 a bottle
Al has wallpapered the label in his favourite floral flock which, if
you’ve been drinking around town, is all the rage of interior décorists
du jour. They love one flock wall, and you’d have to be careful how you
said that after loading up on Cecilia. It has that ‘proper’ winemaker’s
bready/yeasty/leesy influence, and an undercurrent of toasty richness that supports the flood of fruit that sits above it.

Cloudy Bay

Sparkling Wine NV

was $39.90 now

$29.90

12122

case of 6 only $29.40 a bottle
This rather legendary winery is celebrating a quarter-century of turning
out beautifully turned out wines, which, in the overall lifespan of New
Zealand’s modern winemaking history, is rather impressive. It’s like two
hundred years anywhere else. Oh, artistic licence and all that… Pelorus is
a fantastic wine, Chardonnay accented with delicious apple pie and cream
characters, delectably dry and sensorially stimulating. Crisp yet creamy,
sophisticated yet approachable, a case buy dead cert at this price.
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Do you know the second biggest-selling author in the UK over the last decade
was Roger Hargreaves? ‘Really?’ you chuckle, thinking, who?? JK Rowling
rolled everyone, but the man who wrote the Mr. Men books got second!
Meaning? These are our big hitters from the last year, and like Harry Potter
and Little Miss Tipsy, there’s something for everyone and, as my Aunty Dib
used to say as she mixed gingerale and peach schnapps, taste is subjective.

Roaring Meg

Wild South
MARLBOROUGH

was $18.90 now

Pinot Noir 2009

$14.90

CENTRAL OTAGO

was $27.90 now

11299

$23.90

14935

case of 12 only $14.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $23.40 a bottle

Like their neighbours the Chalices, these guys are
into protecting rare avians; in the case of the Southies
it’s a tern, hence the ‘Project Your Tern’ (cute). This is
charming, in a dandyish fashion, with plenty of fruitfilled crevasses and a slight tomato-like savouriness
adding further appeal. Firm fruit acid checks the runaways, and ropes it all in with seamless genius.

More of a judicious bellow than a full-on bull roar, the Megster is
your classic Central Otago fruit explosion (well, it’s not yours yet,
till you’ve paid for it) where berry piles upon berry and red and black
and all their characters are released in a soothingly smooth hush of
crushed fruit, windblown herbs and subtle spice. A gentle dollop of
the good earth seals the deal, Neil.

Devils Staircase

Rabbit Ranch

CENTRAL OTAGO

was $24.90 now

$19.90

CENTRAL OTAGO

Pinot Noir 2008

Pinot Noir 2009

was $29.90 now

12355

$23.90

11167

case of 12 only $19.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $22.90 a bottle

This little Lucifer has garnered quite a following in its relativity short
tenure on this earth, with good reason. Its pedigree is faultless, as is
the winemaking, but it’s the style that really appeals, and that’s what
hooks you in to this particular version of Dante’s Inferno. Ruby-bright
gushing berries flood your senses while a bewitching sturdiness
holds you fast. And the silky ‘sting’ in its tail? Heavenly.

Is it me or do the twitching ears look a touch like two extended
fingers? Just a thought. This collection of vineyards were once part
of a big sheep station… think about it, it’s not Dolly the Rabbit, is it?
Heaven preserve us. Deliberately fashioned in a fun-filled – but not
frivolous – drink-young, fruit-first style, you could say its flavours
give your paws for thought, but that’d be silly. Surprisingly complex,
not to be toyed with.

Waipara Hills SOUTHERN CROSS

Rua

CENTRAL OTAGO

was $24.90 now

Pinot Noir 2009

$19.90

CENTRAL OTAGO

was $29.90 now

10213

Pinot Noir 2008

$24.90

10911

case of 12 only $19.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $24.40 a bottle

This was Coops’ Pick recently in the trustworthy Listener, and he
didn’t choose it just because it’s easy to spell. From the renowned
Akarua label (geddit?) the slightly cooler vintage has seen the fruit
amass a complexity and concentration that would make grown men
(from other regions) weep. There’s a knot of delicious fruit at the
heart of this touching expression, with spice sprinkles and brushstrokes of wild flowers. Loads going on for so very little.

Mercy, that fruit’s sweet on the intake, but I’m quick on the uptake
and get its measure and then the rest just wades in, if you can wade
elegantly. Silky-smooth with delicious berry and cherry flavours, a
firm hand on the tannin tiller, but we’re talking Pinot here so it’s hardly
knife and fork Shiraz; nay it’s composed, poised and controlled, yet
there lies within a smug grin that says let’s go get dirty!

Three Paddles

MARTINBOROUGH

Pinot Noir 2009
was $25.90 now
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Pinot Noir 2009

$20.90

15839

VE
YOU SA

34%

Rockburn

CENTRAL OTAGO

Pinot Noir 2008
was $45.00 now

$29.90

12365

case of 12 only $20.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $29.40 a bottle

Be it a dugout, a pirogue or, most likely, a waka, this baby never
sits around long enough to more than skim the surface of the shop
floors, vintage to vintage. Why so? Oh, fruit? Flavour? Finesse? Not
wanting to stick the oar in, but some of the $40-plus Pinot offerings
across the land would pale into over-priced insignificance when
tasted against this. So push the boat out and buy two. Cases.

Berry and cherry fruit-first aromas, with graphite and dust right at the
back… that nose is so heady and permeating, scruff of the necking
you until you give in and go ‘wallop me with the good stuff.’ Seamless
– weight, texture, flavour, tannin, structure, yet nothing seems out of
place and the overall delivery is exquisite. At less than 30 bucks, it
wouldn’t be churlish not to buy a case, it’d be outright stupidity.

Jules Taylor

MARLBOROUGH

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

was $23.90 now

$19.90

10728

case of 12 only $19.40 a bottle
Typically Marlborough; wet grass, mown lawns, this year’s cricket
pitch, tinned asparagus, and all at an exuberant intensity. The clean
palate is crisp but not aggressive, the acid lines finely drawn, while a
tropical front pushes the slow-moving herbaceousness through the
palate to a citric end. Juicy and limey, it would be magnificent with
shellfish, and it finishes searingly tart. As it should.

Clifton Road

HAWKE’S BAY

Sauvignon Blanc 2008

was $13.90 now

$9.90

18007

Rockburn

case of 12 only $9.40 a bottle
As Yogi Bear once said, it’s tough to make predictions,
especially about the future, and who would’ve guessed
ten years ago that you’d be able to get top-flight Savvy
for less than a bluey? Yet here it is, signed, sealed and,
well, ready for you to collect, gooseberries bounced
with varietal herbaceousness and some acid-edged
stonefruit into the bargain. And bargain it is.

Tawhiri

Sauvignon Blanc 2009
was $23.90 now

VE
YOU SA

29%

MARLBOROUGH

Sauvignon Blanc 2008
was $18.90 now

CENTRAL OTAGO

$12.90

$19.90

12358

case of 12 only $19.40 a bottle
Some people would cut off their right arms to be ambidextrous, and the
geniuses at Rockburn show similar talent as rare as the mountain air,
producing a white that can hold its head aloft with their hugely reputable
reds. Damn them for their excess of ability. Snowpeas, they reckon,
tho that might just be altitude sickness – weighty, challenging, richly
rewarding and tantalising with just-seared tuna, if there’s any left.

19295

case of 12 only $12.40 a bottle

VE
YOU SA

32%

MARLBOROUGH

Straight off the front foot, with driving green grass/
asparagus/canned peas aromas. Being an Awatere
wine accounts for the hint of flint, but the style, Kyle, is
Internationally Renowned Marlborough all the way.
The natural acid has dialled back a tad since initial
release and the overpowering herbaceousness folds
into the rest of the wine with much class.

Lake Chalice

$16.90

13543

The label tells me that Gambo, Binnie & Co have been foisting their
mouthwash upon us for 21 years now. Hell, Gambo must’ve started
when he was nine, by the look of ‘em, shining with the ill-gotten
glow of youth. This is more wetstone than some, yet still has herb
and vegetative characters pushing through like weeds through your
expensive cobbles. A broad spectrum of flavours spreads across the
palate in even and delightful fashion. Smashing stuff.

Saint Clair VICARS CHOICE

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

was $20.50 now

$16.90

Rosé 2010

$17.90

12369

case of 12 only $17.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $16.40 a bottle

MARLBOROUGH

CENTRAL OTAGO

was $21.90 now

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

was $19.90 now

Rockburn STOLEN KISS

18380

case of 12 only $16.40 a bottle
More tea vicar? No, really I mustn’t, Mrs. Andrews I’ll get quite tipsy…
oh perhaps just a tad, the old Morris 8 can’t get me into too much
trouble, now, can it, and… golly, I dropped my lamington and, oh was
that your knee, Heavens!, I mean… I swear I smelt kitchen herbs in
the wine, d’you see, and it’s lovely and tart, ooh, don’t giggle you
naughty thing and, oysters! Gosh, how forward…

While one wouldn’t want to encourage petty larceny, there’s something deliciously illicit about the idea of a stolen kiss, a secret tryst,
something clandestine, perhaps even an inappropriate appropriation
of someone’s cheek: who knows? It’s all narrow European cobbled
alleys, flamingo sunsets and something utterly removed from everyday mundanities. This excellent wine is your ticket out: indulge.

d’Arenberg THE STUMP JUMP
McLAREN VALE

Grenache Shiraz Mourvèdre 2008

was $17.90 now

$12.90

20757

case of 12 only $12.40 a bottle
D’Arenberg instil even their supposedly frivolous reds with
an undercurrent of structured formality so that while we are
immediately seduced by the gushing ripe Grenache fruit and
the charming Shiraz-derived spice, any instinct to dismiss it
as a Gillard red, i.e. all style and no substance, crumbles like
the powdery tannins that form part of the excellent structure
that supports all that weighty fruit.
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Drappier
CARTE BLANCHE
was $72.90 now

Clifton Road

Brut NV

$44.90

HAWKE’S BAY

was $13.90 now

43500

Beautifully golden in the glass, with an irrepressible
mousse that dissipates as a ripple across a pond might.
Lively, fresh and inviting, the palate is crisp and elegant
with twinges and tinges of lemon in acidic relief against
the gouache of bready richness. Rich and refreshing
is a fine line to walk, but the Drappier famille trapeze
admirably and finish with a flourish.

was $89.00 now

$9.90

18008

case of 12 only $9.40 a bottle

VE
YOU SA

38%

Moët & Chandon
BRUT IMPÉRIAL

Chardonnay 2009

A good Aussie bloke (oxymoron) did recently point
out to me that rivers of cheap Chardonnay flow freely
on both sides of the Tasman and so, do we really need
another one? I politely replied that if he could find anything that even vaguely approached my mate Clifton
in terms of flavour, quality and, value, I’d put the corks
back on his hat. Much radio silence ensued.

HAWKE’S BAY

Chardonnay 2009

47211

was $19.90 now

VE
YOU SA

33%

29%

Brookfields BERGMAN

NV

$59.90

VE
YOU SA

What’s the hardest thing about being top of your game?
Staying there. Everyone has their off days. Elton John
made the Caribou album. George Michael smoked enough
musicians’ cigarettes he drove through a florist’s. Graham
Thorne’s perm. Paul Henry’s… existence. So to be Moët,
to be this good all the time, when your primary resource is
nature in all her fickleness? Outstanding.

$14.90

11319

case of 12 only $14.40 a bottle
Plenty of colouring-in departments could take note from the label,
which is slick, sophisticated and reasonably simple, not like an ADHD
lemur was let loose with the crayons after a grab bag of tranquilisers
and beta blockers. It smells expensive, with some fat oak/butterscotch characters on the nose, and peachiness tucked in behind.
The rich, firm finish makes you want to do an Oliver. More? More!

Veuve Clicquot
Brut NV

was $99.00 now

$69.90

49810

Ti Point

Hanging by a thread by this time of year? Feel like you’re
just a bunch of flaws poorly stitched together? You look
around at rush hour and tell me it’s not just one big
grey wave of joylessness. Here’s the cure. A pot of gold
drenching your rainbow. Give yourself a break: take
advantage of thirty notes removed. Pop your cork!

MARLBOROUGH

VE
YOU SA

29%

was $21.90 now

Pinot Gris 2010

$17.90

18992

case of 12 only $17.40 a bottle
Juicy, with the ‘classic generosity of good Pinot Gris grapes.’ Ahh,
they’re so kind, charitable and munificent… um, soft and fleshy round
the middle with a long thread of flavour holding its line through to the
neatly tied strands of the finish. Great oily texture, rich and laden
with goodies, a texture that no other variety can really provide.

Yealands

Gisselbrecht TRADITION

MARLBOROUGH

ALSACE

Riesling 2008

was $19.90 now

VE
YOU SA

10

55%

$8.90

10004

It’s had some time to get its knit together, and what a
lovely jersey. Feral or fairisle? Kero/paraffin/rubber meet
lime and chalky aromas; the palate has delicious sugardaddy drops and yet the limey dryness balances all that
perfectly. Tangy and tart, the residual sugar is like a cute
note tucked in with a book when someone returns it, just
an extra step of compassionate personalisation.

Pinot Gris 2008

was $29.00 now

$23.90

47001

case of 12 only $23.40 a bottle
Do you know that one in five British children think
Buzz Lightyear was the first man to walk on the moon?
He’s a TOY, guys. And, apparently, 70% of married men
cheat in America. Appalling. The rest, naturally, cheat
in Europe. Where this, neatly, the best Pinot Gris you
will taste, is grown and made and perfected.

By the bottle or by the case, we have the month’s bargain buys

Catalina Sounds

VE
YOU SA

51%

Sauvignon Blanc 2008

was $23.50 now

$11.50

13791

Gunn Estate 2007
SKEETFIELD
was $32.90 now

VE
YOU SA

43%

Chardonnay

$18.90

18442

Nga Waka

VE
YOU SA

27%

Chardonnay 2008

was $25.90 now

$18.90

15836

Three Paddles

VE
YOU SA

48%

Sauvignon Blanc 2009

was $18.90 now

$9.90

BRONTE

Pinot Gris 2009

was $24.90 now

$14.90

Akarua

Chardonnay 2007

was $26.90 now

$16.90

VE
YOU SA

40%

10423

VE
YOU SA

37%

10195

VE
YOU SA

42%

Rosado 2009
was $28.90 now

$16.90

88079

Otuwhero WHER:O

VE
YOU SA

44%

Sauvignon Blanc 2009
was $16.00 now

$8.90

12497

Rabbit Ranch
Pinot Gris 2008
was $27.00 now

CHÂTEAUX

$18.90

Roustaing

Bordeaux 2006
was $26.00 now

15805

Rimu Grove

Protos

$17.90

Brookfields
BURNFOOT

Merlot 2009

was $19.90 now

$13.90

Amisfield

Pinot Noir 2008
was $50.00 now

$34.90

VE
YOU SA

30%

19017

VE
YOU SA

31%

42115

VE
YOU SA

30%

11318

VE
YOU SA

30%

15411
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The Edge

Pencarrow

MARTINBOROUGH

Pinot Noir 2009
was $26.00 now

MARTINBOROUGH

$22.90

12544

was $26.50 now

Pinot Noir 2009

$20.90

17052

case of 12 only $22.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $20.40 a bottle

Larry McKenna’s long experience of Martinborough’s
terroir led him to launch a range of exceptional single
vineyard wines. The Edge Pinot Noir, however, is an
immediately approachable Martinborough blend of
fruit sourced primarily from Estate vineyards. A fruitdriven wine with subtle cherry, blueberry and spice
notes on the nose, the supple palate displays a good
depth of fruit supported by hints of mushroom and
spice. Nicely rounded, fresh tasting, excellent value.

Pencarrow is Palliser Estate’s second label, but this wine is by no
means second-class and, moreover, delivers great value. A beautifully realised wine with a bouquet expressing berry and plum aromas
embellished by understated oak, it has excellent fruit, almost juicy in
character, complemented by supple tannins and a velvety texture.

Gladstone 12,000 MILES
WAIRARAPA

Pinot Noir 2009

was $28.50 now

Sandihurst
CENTRAL OTAGO

was $34.90 now

$20.90

15115

case of 12 only $20.40 a bottle

Pinot Noir 2007

$25.90

This wine is proof that there are other Wairarapa districts besides
Martinborough that can produce top-quality Pinot Noir. The nose has
lovely primary aromas of rose petals, developing to show raspberry,
morello cherry and vanillin oak nuances. It is an attractive, juicy,
fruit-laden wine with spicy notes and mellow tannins.

10807

case of 6 only $25.40 a bottle
Operated by the Bosman family, Sandihurst is a
Christchurch-based winery that also sources grapes
from other regions. This Pinot comes from Gibbston
in Central Otago and was produced by Sandihurst’s
Christchurch-born winemaker, Kirk Bray. It is a youthful, dark ruby wine with distinctive aromas of berry,
bramble, mushroom, spice and wild thyme. The fruit
and toasty oak are well integrated and supported by
a fine tannin structure.

Martinborough VINEYARD
TE TERA
was $31.90 now

Pinot Noir 2007

was $42.00 now

$29.90

$24.90

13745

case of 12 only $24.40 a bottle

Kingsmill TIPPET’S DAM
CENTRAL OTAGO

Pinot Noir 2009

14955

Martinborough Vineyard arguably put New Zealand Pinot Noir on the
map when it scooped the trophy for best Pinot Noir in the world at
London’s International Wine Challenge. Thirty years down the road,
it is still producing world-class Pinots from its well established vineyards. This latest release has an alluring quality that is hard to resist,
a velvety-smooth wine with tiers of sumptuous fruit that last forever.

Akarua
CENTRAL OTAGO

Hand harvested from Kingsmill’s vineyard, sited on
alluvial terraces located by Tippet’s Dam. Following
primary fermentation, the wine was transferred to
barrels for the malolactic conversion and matured in
French oak for eight months. It is a complex wine with
an alluring bouquet of cherry, mulberry, spice and
sweet oak. There are layers of ripe cherry and plum
flavours, along with savoury/earthy notes that add
complexity.

Pinot Noir 2009

was $37.90 now

$34.90

10210

case of 12 only $34.40 a bottle
Under winemaker Matt Connell’s steady hand, Akarua has become
one of the most consistent producers in Central Otago. This single
vineyard Pinot Noir has a fragrant bouquet displaying raspberry and
violet aromas supported by spicy oak. The beautifully poised palate
has an excess of sensuous berryfruit flavours, complemented by a
svelte texture and a fine, lingering finish.

LA FAMILLE LE BRUN

No.1 family
estate
CELEB R ATI N G 3 0 YEA R S OF
WI N EMAKI N G I N N EW Z EALA N D

No.1 Family Estate is a unique enterprise, the only wine company in
New Zealand devoted solely to producing méthode traditionnelle wines,
their cuvées the only ones in New Zealand to be produced by a Frenchman.
Daniel Le Brun was born near Epernay in the village of Monthelon, where
his family had been producing champagne since 1648. Daniel graduated
from the famous School of Viticulture and Oenology at Avize, in the heart
of the Champagne region.
In 1975 he visited New Zealand searching for greater opportunities.
He found what he was looking for in Marlborough, and emigrated shortly
thereafter. Three years later Daniel met his future wife, Adele, and in 1980
they purchased their first plot of land in Renwick. Under the Cellier Le
Brun brand, they launched their first bottle-fermented sparkling wine to
enormous success. Following some shareholding changes, Daniel and Adele
decided to set up their own family-owned company, No.1 Family Estate.
Their winery is outfitted with state-of-the-art processing equipment
imported from France. ‘The free draining gravel soils and cool nights here
are ideal for méthode wines. The art is in the blending, use of top quality
grapes and attention to detail,’ says Daniel. The wines have the stamp of
authenticity and have won many awards.
The Le Brun family are currently celebrating thirty years of production in
this country. Come along and join us as we toast the significant contribution
they’ve made to New Zealand’s winemaking heritage.

No.1 Family Estate
NO.1 ROSÉ

NV

was $51.00 now

$42.90

12212

case of 6 only $42.40 a bottle
Delicious salmon-coloured rosé produced from one hundred percent
Pinot fruit, with enticing, nut-influenced strawberry and cherry aromas
and flavours. Silky-smooth, finely balanced, with a crisp citrus edge.

No.1 Family Estate
NUMBER 8 CUVÉE
was $32.00 now

NV

$24.90

12210

case of 6 only $24.40 a bottle
The first release of this sophisticated, aperitif-style blend of Pinot
Noir and Chardonnay was awarded five stars by Winestate, and went
on to win the magazine’s trophy for Sparkling Wine of the Year.

No.1 Family Estate
CUVÉE VIRGINIE

No.1 Family Estate
NO.1 CUVÉE

was $68.90 now

NV

was $43.00 now

$29.90

2006

$59.90

15207

case of 6 only $59.40 a bottle
12167

case of 6 only $29.40 a bottle
No.1 Cuvée was the first wine produced by Adele
and Daniel le Brun at their Marlborough winery,
a blanc de blancs non-vintage produced, as the
name suggests, entirely from Chardonnay fruit.
Following the second fermentation, the wine was
lees aged for two years prior to disgorgement.
The bouquet is distinguished by lovely citrus and
toasty yeast characters. Elegantly restrained, it
has a silky texture and a long, finely tuned finish.

Named after Daniel’s daughter, the Virginie is a
highly focused, 50/50 Pinot Noir Chardonnay
blend with a fragrant bouquet of floral vanilla
nuances, a rich creamy mousse and a fresh,
zesty finish. Beautifully made.

W E D N E S DAY 2 3 R D N OV E M B E R 7PM
W I N E C LU B TA S T I N G AT G L E N G A R RY D E VO N P O R T
$20 PER PERSON TO BOOK PHONE 445 2989

T H U R S DAY 2 4T H N OV E M B E R

7PM

W I N E M A K E R S D I N N E R , G L E N G A R RY V I C T O R I A PA R K
5 - C O U R S E M E A L M AT C H E D W I T H DA N I E L’ S W I N E S
$ 75 P E R P E R S O N T O B O O K P H O N E 0 8 0 0 73 3 5 0 5
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The Air New Zealand Wine Awards are considered to be the premier competition of
the New Zealand wine industry. Open only to New Zealand producers, more than 1,500
wines are entered each year.
The wines are judged in separate varietal categories on the 20-mark system: three
points for appearance, seven for bouquet/aroma and ten points for taste and general
impression. With elite golds earning 19-20 points, gold medals are awarded to wines
of outstanding quality that attain between 18.5 and 18.99 points; wines of excellent
quality and a fine example in their class reaching between 17 and 18.49 points earn
silver medals, and wines well above average and gaining between 16 and 16.99 points
achieve bronze medal status.

The Air New Zealand Wine Awards
medal results will be online at
www.glengarry.co.nz from November 10
Trophy, elite gold and pure elite gold medal
results will be on our site from November 20
or, Sign up for the Glengarry email
(on our homepage) and we’ll email you
the results as soon as they’re to hand

Four years ago, ‘pure’ medals were introduced to acknowledge not only the
superior quality of a wine, but also to indicate that the wine was sustainably grown
and produced. The wines with the highest mark in a category are awarded the
trophy for the best wine in that class. In a highly significant move, and as part ot the
New Zealand wine industry’s commitment to sustainability, all 2010 vintage wine
entered must be grown and produced sustainably.

For more information on the Air New Zealand Wine Awards visit airnzwineawards.co.nz

VEN
F O O D IE H E AARRIV
ESIN

V IC T O R IA
PARK

Taste of Auckland – from November 18–21 in Victoria Park – is your chance
to try some of our leading restaurants all in one place, with the wines to
match! 14 restaurants, including The Grove, Euro, dine by Peter Gordon
and Clooney, will be preparing signature dishes for you to sample at a
fraction of their normal price. Winemakers and brewers will be serving the
drinks, and you can discover a range of fine wines from Italy to Argentina
in the Glengarry International Wine Experience. The festival also features
chef demonstrations, live music and over 120 premium food and drink
producers, so you can stock up on gourmet treats pre-Christmas.
Purchase general admission tickets now from any of Glengarry’s Auckland
stores or visit www.tasteofauckland.co.nz

NE W TO OU R SH ELV ES

In a previous incarnation the providers of top-quality fruit to some of
our mega-players, this boutique, family-run outfit west of Hastings has
gone out on its own, and punches well above its weight. The wines are
superb, the varieties outside the ordinary. We tried, we liked.
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13840 HAWKE S BAY

SEMILLO N 2009

RRP $19.90

NOW $17.90

13848 HAWKE S BAY

PINOT GRIS 2009

RRP $22.90

NOW $20.9 0

13846 HAWKE S BAY

ROSÉ 2009

RRP $18.90

NOW $16.90

13849 HAWKE S BAY

TEMP RANILLO 2008

RRP $24.90

NOW $22.9 0

13842 HAWKE S BAY

PINOT NOIR 2009

RRP $24.90

NOW $22.9 0

S E LO N G
FECT FO R THO
R
PE
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g
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EVE N IN G S
r efr esh
N OO N S a n d
R
AFTE
LA N GUID

Marqués de Cáceres
RIOJA

Akarua

Rosado 2009

was $20.00 now

$16.90

CENTRAL OTAGO
87989

case of 6 only $16.40 a bottle

was $22.90 now

Pinot Rosé 2010

$18.90

10214

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle
A Tempranillo, Garnacha blend hand-harvested from
the highest slopes of Rioja Alta. The grapes were
crushed and macerated for a few hours, separated
from the skins and fermented at cool temperatures
in stainless steel tanks. Following fermentation, the
wine was cold stabilized and bottled early to preserve
freshness. Supported by a bouquet of raspberry and
strawberry, the palate is balanced and elegant, with
the ripe berry flavours enhanced by a fresh finish.

From hand-picked Pinot Noir off Akarua’s Bannockburn vineyards,
this is a vibrant rosé showing distinctive crushed berryfruit aromas
with hints of mineral and spice. It is a deliciously fresh and lively
wine, with a juicy character complemented by a creamy texture and a
lingering, flavoursome aftertaste. The perfect lunch-time wine.

Jules Taylor
GISBORNE

was $23.90 now

Perelada

SPAIN

was $19.90 now

$19.90

12453

case of 12 only $19.40 a bottle

Brut Rosado Cava NV

$16.90

Rosé 2010

A classy, Gisborne-derived, Merlot-based rosé, this opens the show
with alluring aromas of raspberry and strawberry supported by hints
of crème brûlée in the background. The palate is packed with soft
summer fruit flavours complemented by traces of spice and a slick
texture. A versatile wine, great by itself or paired with food.

88052

case of 6 only $16.40 a bottle

A blend of Garnacha, Monastrell and Pinot Noir, this
Spanish sparkling rosé was aged for twelve months
before disgorging. It is a lively, wonderfully vibrant
wine with an attractive bouquet of yeast-edged strawberry. Elegantly styled and irresistible, with a creamy
mousse and a crisp finish.

Château Riotor
CÔTES DE PROVENCE

was $29.00 now

Rosé 2008

$20.90

41477

case of 12 only $20.40 a bottle

Ti Point
MATAKANA

Rosé 2010

was $21.90 now

$16.90

18991

case of 12 only $16.40 a bottle
How Tracy Haslam manages to produce her wines
while taking care of her ever-enlarging family is something of a mystery to us, but we are extremely pleased
that she has worked it out, because her wines are
always interesting. This rosé came from Merlot off the
family’s Ti Point Vineyard, with the fruit macerated
overnight and cool fermented. The lovely strawberry
and floral notes are underpinned by spice, while the
palate is fresh, generous and creamy with a lingering,
citrus-accented finish.

Made from a blend of Grenache, Cinsault and Syrah harvested from
vineyards in the heart of the Provence hills, Riotor’s rosé boasts an
intensely perfumed bouquet of berryfruit and wild herb. The palate
displays deep-seated raspberry flavours that are enhanced by hints
of mineral and complemented by a crisp, dry, refreshing finish.

Domaines Bunan
CÔTES DE PROVENCE

was $32.00 now

Rosé 2009

$22.90

42749

case of 12 only $22.40 a bottle
The wine of choice for the glitterati that flock to the
Côte d’Azur is the locally produced rosé, by far the
biggest seller in this balmy region of France. Bunan’s
Mourvèdre-Grenache blend displays an attractive
nose of floral and summer fruit aromas. A smart and
elegant, fruity style with a clean, dry finish.
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A monthly selection of affordable French wine from our e x tensive r ange

BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU DAY:

BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU
Beaujolais Nouveau is more than a wine, it’s an event. On every third
Thursday of November, wine aficionados the world over go to great lengths
to be at the front of the queue to try the first wine of the European vintage.
Nouveau was not officially recognised until 1951, but vin de l’année has
been consumed locally for generations to celebrate the end of vintage.
Like other Beaujolais wines, Nouveau is made from the Gamay variety.
Whole bunches of hand-harvested grapes are fermented in vats filled with
carbon dioxide, producing a light bodied red wine with intense colour, low
tannin levels and the fresh, fruity flavours that are the essence of Beaujolais
Nouveau.
New Zealand is officially the first country in the world to welcome the
third Thursday of November, so at Glengarry we will be joining the rest of
the globe in celebrating France’s first wine of the year. Come and join us!

Georges Duboeuf

THURSDAY 18TH NOVEMBER AT GLENGARRY
VICTORIA PARK . TAK APUNA . HERNE BAY . THORNDON

FRENCH CHARDONNAY

Laroche

SOUTH OF FRANCE

was $22.00 now

Chardonnay 2008

$17.90

case of 12 only $17.40 a bottle
Smart operators like Laroche have embraced the Vin Du Pays
category created in the 1970s and introduced modern technology.
Their Chardonnay has a classic varietal bouquet with a toasty edge.
The nicely weighted palate displays distinctive stonefruit flavours
complemented by nutty nuances and balanced by a slice of citrus.

Beaujolais-Villages 2007

was $24.00 now

$17.90

DOMAINE

was $31.00 now

Jean Chartron
LE JAJA DE JEAN

Georges Duboeuf

Chardonnay 2007

$24.90

41436

VE
YOU SA

29%

case of 12 only $24.40 a bottle

Saint-Amour 2007

$24.90

42947

case of 12 only $24.40 a bottle

According to legend, the name Saint-Amour is derived
from a Roman soldier who founded a monastery overlooking the Saóne River that flows through the region.
A bright, ruby-coloured Beaujolais with a perfumed
nose of redcurrant, blackberry and hints of mineral,
it’s a lively, versatile food wine with ripe fruit flavours
that linger endlessly at the finish. Popular choice on
Valentine’s Day.

42946 Georges Duboeuf Fleurie 2007

40472

A modern style of Chardonnay, cool fermented and lees aged to
maximise the texture. It is a green-gold wine with a bouquet of floral
and apple notes along with mineral and mealy nuances. The smooth,
richly-flavoured palate is well balanced with a crisp and lively finish.

was $35.00 now

43933 Georges Duboeuf Juliénas 2009

$22.90

case of 12 only $22.40 a bottle

Like all Beaujolais, the Villages wines are made from
hand-picked Gamay grapes and produced by the
carbonic maceration method. Duboeuf’s intimate
knowledge of the thirty-eight villages entitled to this
appellation allows them to be very selective when
choosing the wines for blending. This vivacious wine
opens with scents of strawberry and cherry combining
with floral nuances. It has a well balanced, fruity and
succulent mouthfeel packed with ripe fruit flavours.
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Séguinot-Bordet

Petit-Chablis 2008

43895

case of 12 only $17.40 a bottle

was $30.00 now

48554

was $29.00 now $24.90
was $34.00 now $24.90

This domaine has access to top-quality fruit from
the Puligny-Montrachet region. Barrel fermented and
matured for six months in oak, it is an elegant, well
balanced wine with fresh pipfruit/citrus aromas and
flavours supported by understated oak and a delightfully smooth texture.

VE
YOU SA

36%

Gros Frère & Soeur
Bourgogne Blanc 2007
was $62.00 now

$39.90

43142

case of 12 only $39.40 a bottle
Famous for its outstanding Grand Cru and Premier Cru
Burgundies, Gros Frère & Soeur also produces some
excellent generic wines. Matured in oak and minimally
handled, this is ready to drink now; a middle weighted,
well focused wine with distinctive citrus aromas and
flavours underscored by hints of minerality.

Rediscover the wines of the lucky country with our pick of the best Aussies on offer

Mount Hurtle

Rolling

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Grenache Shiraz Mourvèdre 2008
was $16.90 now

$13.90

CENTRAL RANGES

Merlot 2008
was $21.90 now

22152

$16.90

20009

case of 6 only $13.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $16.40 a bottle

Vinted at the heritage-listed Mount Hurtle winery,
built in 1897 by Moysten Owen and restored by Geoff
Merrill a hundred years later, this Rhône-style blend
is a deeply coloured wine with a bouquet combining
blackberry, cherry and plum with white pepper and
coffee notes. An approachable red with opulent fruit
flavours, a smooth texture and easy tannin structure.
Ready to drink.

Inspired by the rolling hills of New South Wales’
Central Ranges, the Rolling wines are derived from
mature vines located at 600 metres above sea level,
some of the highest and coolest in Australia. This
has a lively presence, with distinctive black cherry
and blueberry aromas, and hints of liquorice peeking
through. A softly structured wine, with the emphasis
on lush fruit flavours building through the mid-palate
and complemented by a mellow mouthfeel.

Taltarni

Wyndham Estate

THREE MONKS

VICTORIA

GEORGE WYNDHAM

Cabernet Merlot 2006

was $28.00 now

$19.90

FOUNDERS RESERVE

Shiraz Tempranillo 2007

was $26.00 now

27899

$20.90

29116

case of 6 only $19.40 a bottle

case of 6 only $20.40 a bottle

A blend of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 44% Merlot and
1% Petit Verdot harvested from Taltarni’s Pyrenees
vineyard. It is a deep, glossy wine with striking aromas
of blackcurrant and plum supported by chocolate and
oak nuances. The full-bodied palate is filled with warm,
ripe fruit, coffee and cinnamon flavours complemented
by a firm tannin structure. plump and nicely rounded
with a long, flavoursome finish.

From a range named in honour of George Wyndham,
pioneer of commercial Shiraz plantings in Australia.
Components were separately fermented, with parcels
aged in French oak prior to the final blending. It has a
vibrant, aromatic bouquet of cassis, blackberry, and
spice. The medium-bodied, persistent palate displays
generous plum and currant flavours and hints of spice,
complemented by subtle oak and fine tannins.

VE
YOU SA

Annie’s Lane
CLARE VALLEY

30%

Shiraz 2008

was $24.90 now

$18.90

29030

Wolf Blass GREY LABEL
McLAREN VALE

Shiraz 2008

was $50.00 now

$34.90

28815

case of 6 only $18.40 a bottle

case of 6 only $34.40 a bottle

Annie’s Lane is named after Annie Wayman, who in
the early days of McLaren Vale winemaking got stuck
in a muddy lane while delivering lunch to vineyard
workers. Since then the track has been affectionately
known as Annie’s Lane. This is a youthful wine with a
forward fruit bouquet of spiced plum enlivened with
hints of eucalyptus and vanillin oak. It’s beautifully
balanced, the rich, spicy berry and plum flavours and
hints of mocha complemented by subtle use of oak.

Grey Label Shiraz used to be a multi-regional blend,
but since 2002 it has been produced exclusively from
McLaren Vale fruit. Fermentation was conducted in
new and seasoned French and American oak followed
by eighteen months of barrel maturation. A beautifully
crafted Shiraz boasting a nose packed with ripe berry,
plum, pepper, cinnamon, mocha and integrated spicy
oak. On the palate the wine reveals layers of ripe fruit
mingling with chocolate nuances. Superb.
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SUPPLE A ND APPROACHABLE,
THESE SPA NISH R EDS A R E
PERFECT FO R THE SUMMER
BA RBEQUE SEASO N

Solar Viejo

Protos ROBLE

Cosecha 2008

was $20.00 now

Ribera del Duero 2008

$16.90

$19.90

88069

case of 6 only $16.40 a bottle

case of 6 only $19.40 a bottle

Bodegas Solar Viejo are sited in Rioja Alavesa, which
is generally considered, if you can get Spanish wine
drinkers to agree on anything, mind, to be the best
part of the Rioja appellation. Lots of little growers – in
acreage, rather than stature – till and toil so you tend
to get individualistic expressions of Tempranillo such
as this: non-homogenous, characterful, lively and
interesting. It’s about the fruit, stupid, loads of lush
berries dipped in spice and tarred with touches of tea.
Deep, warm and endless, like King Albert’s pockets.

If you think the Bilbao Guggenheim is an impressive
and outlandish piece of architecture, as Messrs Bachmann, Turner and Overdrive once stuttered, You Ain’t
Seen Nothin’ Yet. You should see the winery that the
Protos collective have built at Valladolid, in Castille.
The Spanish Agriculture Minister was present for the
laying of the foundation stone, which already suggests
‘National Treasure.’ This youthful, blueberry-shortcake-with-vanilla-cream red is a treasure itself: softly
spiced and gently framed, the lush rivers of fruit go
straight to your heart. Throb.

Luzon

Cepa 21 HITO

was $22.00 now

$18.90

VE
YOU SA

29%

Ribera del Duero 2008

Jumilla 2007

was $34.90 now

86957

$24.90

87761

case of 12 only $18.40 a bottle

case of 6 only $24.40 a bottle

Wine Enthusiast, which is not a weird guy with an
anorak and a grubby laptop, but a much respected
industry organ, named this their Wine of the Year a
coupla years back. Of all the wines they could have
chosen, think about it. What a coup! What a low-key
press agent Luzon must have. They’d say the wine
speaks for itself, and so it speaks Cherry-ish and
Plum-lingo, volubly and with great richness and a
slightly spiced accent, especially on the vowels.

Bryan Ferry and his brother Cook Strait were seen
knocking a couple of these over in Covent Garden
recently, so it’s got to be so hip it hurts. As the
pensioner crooner is still the benchmark for good
taste in many circles, it’s no surprise to find this is
a thoroughly modern, fruit-driven style that exudes
more class than is decent, and dispenses its myriad
gifts with liberal charm and panache. Racy, rich yet
rather refined.

VE
YOU SA

30%

Palacios Remondo
LA VENDIMIA
was $24.90 now
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was $24.90 now

88012

Rioja 2008

$19.90

88060

Palacios Remondo

LA MONTESA
was $36.90 now

Rioja 2007

$25.90

88061

case of 12 only $19.40 a bottle

case of 12 only $25.40 a bottle

While La Vendimia simply means harvest, it is also
a reflection of the youth and vigour of a wine whose
correct application is to be drunk young. From the
family vineyard that the maverick Alvaro Palacios
rejuvenated, revitalised and reignited in a kind of
Winery Makeover Reality Show, the wine itself is a
50/50 blend of Tempranillo and Grenache. Thus?
Thus much bright ripe fruit twinned with plenty of
substance. Oozing blackberry jam and smears of
plum juice thickly coat the palate while wild herbs add
a high note to its natural harmonious tones.

Mainly Garnacha and Tempranillo, this has more than
a hint of the hillsides from whence the fruit is plucked.
There is an untameable rusticity here, with wild herbs,
brambly berries and briar characters scratching their
way into your psyche before fragrant flowers embrace
you like a needy child. A good dash of spice opens up
the possibilities further, while smoke (but no mirrors)
keeps you guessing until the end. A great, mysterious
wine from a masterful producer.

Each month, from the hundreds of wines submitted to us, the Glengarry Tasting Panel selects our top ten wines

1

Forrest THE VALLEYS
AWATERE

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

was $24.90 now

3

Chardonnay 2009

was $29.90 now

10549

$24.90

18490

Classically styled Marlborough Sauvignon with
an expressive bouquet of tropical fruit and herb.
The palate is finely balanced, well weighted and
finishes on a vibrantly fresh note.

A barrel fermented Chardonnay dominated by
citrus aromas and flavours, with nuances of
mineral and oak in support. Elegant and foodfriendly, with a persistent, flavoursome finish.

Saint Clair

4

MARLBOROUGH

Sauvignon Blanc 2010

$18.90

The 3rd Man
WAIPARA

Riesling 2009

was $24.90 now

18308

$19.90

15730

case of 12 $18.40 a bottle

case of 12 $19.40 a bottle

The team at Saint Clair can justifiably be
regarded as Sauvignon experts. This displays a
great sense of place; fresh, refined, packed with
ripe flavours enlivened by a dash of citrus.

Made in the Germanic off-dry style, this has an
excellent depth of stonefruit flavours countered
by a squeeze of lime. Extremely food friendly,
delightfully fresh and balanced.

Vidal RESERVE
HAWKE’S BAY

6

Chardonnay 2009

$25.90

Burnt Spur

Pinot Noir 2008
was $43.90 now

19415

MARTINBOROUGH

$36.90

18945

case of 6 $25.40 a bottle

case of 6 $36.40 a bottle

This elegantly-styled Hawke’s Bay Chardonnay
combines ripe peach, lime and subtle oak on
the nose. Well balanced and creamy in texture,
it finishes on a long, flavour-filled note.

A wonderfully seductive Pinot Noir with lovely
cherry and spice notes supported by oak on the
nose and palate. Well integrated and structured,
with a lingering, flavoursome finish.

Cottier

8

WAIRARAPA

Pinot Noir 2007
was $27.90 now

9

HAWKE’S BAY

case of 6 $24.40 a bottle

was $33.00 now

7

$19.90

Sacred Hill WINE THIEF

case of 12 $19.40 a bottle

was $22.90 now

5

2

$20.90

Wynns

COONAWARRA

Cabernet Sauvignon 2006
was $44.00 now

14252

$23.90

29203

case of 12 $20.40 a bottle

case of 6 $23.40 a bottle

A generously flavoured Pinot Noir with upfront
berry and cherry aromas supported by spicy
oak nuances. A balanced and well integrated
wine with a lengthy, savoury-infused finish.

A rich, complex red with plenty of blackberry
and plum aromas and flavours complemented
by integrated oak. The persistent flavours are
woven around a core of fine-grained tannins.

Brookfields
HAWKE’S BAY

10

Malbec 2009

was $25.00 now

$19.90

19298

Yering Station
Shiraz Viognier 2007
was $36.90 now

$29.90

25635

case of 12 $19.40 a bottle

case of 6 $29.40 a bottle

The Malbec’s fruit tannins and alcohol are big
and mouthfilling. Arguably the best ‘Amarone
style’ available in New Zealand, the power of
this muscled wine is most impressive.

A very approachable red with a perfumed nose
of violet, berry and a dusting of ground pepper.
The palate is dominated by ripe fruit flavours
lifted by understated oak and mellow tannins.
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TAYLORS TWIN PACK
TAYLORS ESTATE CABERNET
TAYLORS ESTATE SHIRAZ
srixon AD333 GOLF BALL

$36.00

28028

CLOUDY BAY 3-BOTTLE GIFT BOX
CLOUDY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC
CLOUDY BAY PINOT NOIR
CLOUDY BAY CHARDONNAY

$110.00

12137

CRAGGY RANGE 4-BOTTLE CHILL BAG

11297

TE MUNA ROAD PINOT NOIR AND SAUVIGNON BLANC
GIMBLETT GRAVELS VINEYARD TE KAHU AND CHARDONNAY

$189.00

GIFT BOXES
TI POINT

70246

CHARDONNAY
TWO MERLOT CABERNET FRANC

$39.00
CENTRAL OTAGO

70241

AKARUA PINOT NOIR
ROCKBURN PINOT NOIR

$65.00
ALLAN SCOTT

70244

SAUVIGNON BLANC
RIESLING

$38.00
LAKE CHALICE
SAUVIGNON BLANC
PINOT NOIR

$36.00

CHAMPAGNE
PIPER HEIDSIECK
48161

FLIGHT CASE GIFT SET
PIPER CUVÉE BRUT NV
PIPER ICE BUCKET
PIPER FLIGHT CASE

$149.00
VEUVE CLICQUOT
49817

FRIDGE GIFT SET
VEUVE CLICQUOT BRUT NV
VEUVE MINI-FRIDGE

$79.00
VEUVE CLICQUOT
49837

PETANQUE GIFT SET
VEUVE CLICQUOT BRUT NV
VEUVE CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
VEUVE PETANQUE SET

$150.00

70238

